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1.

Introduction

1.1.

This report provides a detailed description of the consultation
processes undertaken for the proposed extension to Midland Metro
Line 1 from Wednesbury to Brierley Hill. The consultation process has
been a continuous dialogue with certain key parties. In particular
Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council (SMBC) and Dudley
Metropolitan Borough Council (DMBC), as both local authorities and
project partners, have been intimately involved in the project's
development.

1.2.

Major public consultation exercises have been undertaken on two
occasions during the project's development. These have sought the
public's input to the process to ensure that the best possible scheme is
promoted that takes account of the needs of the area and people using
it, together with mitigating the potentially detrimental effects of the
construction and operation of this Metro route.

2.

Background

2.1.

Midland Metro has been operating from Wolverhampton St George's
via Wednesbury and West Bromwich to its terminus at Snow Hill
Heavy Rail Station in Birmingham City Centre since its opening in
1999. Centro and its partners are now proposing to extend Midland
Metro to create a network across the West Midlands. The first phase of
the expansion will be two new routes. One will be an extension to Line
1 from Wednesbury to Brierley Hill (WBH) to serve Dudley Town
Centre and Merry Hill. The second will be an extension to Line 1
through Birmingham City Centre (BCCE) to Edgbaston through the
streets of Birmingham City Centre. Centro is developing plans for a
network of light rail routes extending throughout the West Midlands.

2.2.

The Wednesbury to Brierley Hill e~ension to Line 1 is approximately
11 km in length and has a total of 13 stops. For a majority of its length
the alignment runs in the mothballed South Staffs Heavy rail Corridor.
The SRA have a strategic published aspiration to reintroduce freight
along this corridor and Centro has worked to ensure that this Metro
e~ension does not preclude this.

2.3.

The Metro route will leave Line 1 at Wednesbury to join the mothballed
South Staffs Heavy Rail Corridor. There are stops to serve Great
Bridge, Horseley Heath, Dudley Port (allowing integration with Heavy
Rail services), Sedgley Road East and Birmingham New Road. The
route then deviates from the Heavy rail Corridor to cross Tipton Road

at grade, where a stop will be provided before crossing the former
Dudley Freight Terminal to reach Castle Hill. From here the route
travels though the streets of Dudley with a stop at Dudley Bus Station,
to reach the Dudley Southern Bypass where it runs alongside the
highway stopping at New Road and Cinder Bank. When reaching
Cinder Bank the route returns to the Heavy Rail Corridor and over the
Parkhead Viaduct to stop at Pedmore Road before deviating once
again from the Heavy rail Corridor at Hart's Hill to travel through and
stop at the Waterfront and Merry Hill before terminating at Cottage
Street in Brierley Hill.
2.4.

Park and Ride facilities are currently proposed at Horseley Heath,
Dudley Port, New Road and Cinder Bank. It is currently planned that
these sites will all be opened at the same time as the route.

2.5.

In June 2000 Centro submitted an Initial Outline Business Case
(IOBC) to the Government and received approval in principle to fund
the WBH and BCCE extensions and proceed with the preparation of a
Transport and Works Act (TWA) Order 1992 application. The TWA
replaces the Parliamentary Bill procedure where various permissions
for construction and operation of a light rail scheme were granted by
obtaining an Act of Parliament.

2.6.

As part of the process of developing the scheme and preparing the
documentation required for a TWA Order application, a substantial
and sustained consultation process has been undertaken.

3.

Transport &Works Act Order Application Guidance and Rules

3.1.

Consultation has a very important role to play in the promotion of a
TWA Order application as the promoter (Centro) is required to consult
with all those affected. Failure to do so adequately is likely to be
counter-productive as this could lead to objections as some issues
may be resolved through consultation and agreements reached prior
to the submission of the TWA application. Considerable delays would
occur between the 28-day objection period (from when the TWA
application is submitted) and the Public Inquiry while negotiations are
taking place with objectors. Properly conducted consultation therefore
with all the relevant parties prior to application will prove to be very
worthwhile.

3.2.

The former Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions
DTLR (now Department For Transport DfT) produced a `Guide to the
TWA Procedures' (the guide) which describes the consultation
process which promoters should undertake prior to applying for an
order. There is also a document describing the rules to be followed
when applying for an order known as Transport and Works Act
(Applications and Objections Procedure) (England and Wales) Rules

2000. The guide recommends that promoters carry out thorough
consultation with all affected parties. It also recommends consultation
with all the bodies listed in Schedules 2, 5 and 6 of the rules who are
entitled to formal notification of the application in advance of the
application being made. Examples of these bodies, sometimes known
as `statutory consultees', include British Waterways Board, National
Rivers Authority, the Statutory Undertakers, Historic Buildings &
Monuments Commission, HMRI (Her Majesty's Railway Inspectorate).
The guide also lists other `non statutory consultees' who would not
receive a formal notice of the application but who should be consulted
where the scheme may affect their sphere of interest. These include
organisations such as The Ramblers Association and National
Tramway Museum.
3.3.

It must be noted that TWA consultation is different to normal
consultation. The aim of this specific consultation is to inform and seek
comments/information from those being consulted on Centro's
proposals, it is not intended to seek peoples preferences or ideas
about the alignment but to present the proposals and get feedback and
act on this accordingly whether by alterations to the scheme,
mitigation, compromise etc.

4.

Early Consultation

4.1.

The idea of a Midland Metro route from Wednesbury to Brierley Hill is
not unknown in the local areas surrounding the route. The
development of the WBH route started before the granting of the
Midland Metro Act 1992, the Midland Metro (No 2) Act 1992 and the
Midland Metro (No 2) Act 1993 which authorised a route from
Wolverhampton via Walsall and Wednesbury to Brierley Hill. In
January 1999 the part of the line from Wolverhampton via Walsall to
Wednesbury was relinquished. The powers of the remainder of the
route from Wednesbury to Brierley Hill were retained until they expired
in March 2002.

4.2.

In 1997 Centro sought to serve Notice to Treat on third party lands that
were required for the scheme which was evolving from the original
Parliamentary route.

5.

Pre Application Consultation

5.1.

In early 2002 a further large consultation exercise was undertaken.
This exercise was not intended to determine views regarding the
principle of extending the Metro nor to offer alternative route options.
The objectives of this particular exercise were to present Centro's
specific proposals, to inform and seek comments and provide updated
information to those that may be affected by proposals and obtain
feedback so that where possible action could be taken in response to

adjustments to the scheme,
the feedback and issues raised whether by
several strands to it
mitigation etc. This consultation exercise had
below.
explained in more detail in sections 6 to 12
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Centro staff, supported by both local authorities and in some cases
technical consultants, to talk through details of the project with the aid
of plans, drawings and aerial photographs on a `one to one' basis.
7.4.

Feedback forms were completed by those attending either upon
departure, or were taken away and subsequently returned to the Metro
office. All feedback forms were then processed and issues requiring
follow up dealt with by the project team.

7.5.

Appendix 3 details the date, location and attendance for all of the
meetings. It can be seen that the attendance at some meetings
especially those in the Dudley area were poor. However the
attendance at the exhibitions (see Section 10 below) was particularly
high.

8.

Key Consultees

8.1.

The aim of including all owners/occupiers affected ("Key Consultees")
as well as a wider audience in the general information pack mail drop
was to enable them to initially come to a wider meeting and that any
issues would be raised and then followed up (if appropriate) through
further one to one meetings.

8.2.

Any of the Key Consultees who did not register an interest or attend a
meeting were then identified and a letter was sent asking if they would
like to meet and discuss the proposals. These consultees included
residents and businesses along the route. Those who responded were
given more details of the scheme and some raised concerns. Those
who did not reply were sent a further follow up letter resulting in a
subsequent meeting being held, or failing that Centro contacted them
directly by telephone to see if they had any issues about the scheme.
In most cases principal issues were highlighted for Centro to explain or
to be considered and where possible resolved prior to submission of
the TWA Order application.

8.3.

Appendix 4 lists all of the Key Consultees. Most of these consultees do
not have any issues once the proposals were explained to them.
However there are a few of these consultees that Centro must
maintain dialogue with in order to resolve any issues or undertake
further work in light of the meetings that have taken place.

9.

Utilities companies

9.1.

Utilities companies such as British Telecom, Severn Trent etc have
been and are subject to on going consultation. A special presentation
was made to them on 27th March 2002 to explain the scheme and
initiate a dialogue. That dialogue continues with these organisations

as the engineering impact of the scheme is being developed and the
effect on their cables, pipes etc is refined. Centro's project team
includes a Utilities Co-ordinator whose specific responsibility is to
manage that continuing dialogue.

10.

Exhibitions

10.1. Exhibitions have been held over several years as part of a general
awareness raising and information provision programme. They have
generally been held in public places such as the Merry Hill Centre and
Dudley Market and at ASDA Great Bridge. These locations have been
selected to allow as many people as possible an opportunity of finding
out about the project. During the main open meeting consultation
period the number of exhibitions was increased to complement the
meetings being held. Details of the dates etc were included the
information pack delivered to all owners and occupiers along the route
as well as being announced in the local press.
10.2. Centro and SMBC and DMBC officers staffed the exhibitions to explain
the project and allow informed discussion concerning the proposals.
Aerial photos and plans were on display and feedback forms were also
available during these exhibitions as at the consultation meetings.
10.3. Appendix 5 lists the locations of these, the dates they were held and
the number of people attending during early 2002. Although, as
mentioned above, there was a disappointing response to meetings,
there were far higher numbers of people visiting the exhibitions, the
highest being over 600 on 23 March 2002 at the Merry Hill Centre.

11.

Public Awareness

11.1. As mentioned above Centro has been undertaking a general public
awareness campaign both before, and continuing after the main
consultation period.
11.2.
11.3. This included exhibitions and leaflets as well as information available
on Centro's web site. The Metro team also have a dedicated hotline
purely for calls from the public to attain more information about Metro
either by speaking directly to a project team member or requesting
information packs. This was found to be extremely useful when
undertaking the referencing exercise and following the confirmation
schedules mailing as people could easily call with any queries.

12.

Additional Consultation

12.1. A number of additional consultation meetings/exercises were
undertaken along the route with individual residents and also groups
of residents. The vast majority of this additional consultation arose
from attendance at public open meetings where specific area concerns
were raised. The locations of the groups of residents are listed below:
• Great Bridge Stop area residents
• Bramah Way to Mansion Drive residents (those backing onto the
corridor embankment)
• Heath Close residents
• Birmingham New Road Stop area residents
Pedmore Road Stop area residents
A brief list of the issues are listed below, a more comprehensive synopsis
of the issues and events is contained in Appendix 6.
12.2. Great Bridge
Due to the proposed secondary access at the Great Bridge stop and the very
poor response to the information packs and meeting attendance in the
immediate area around the proposed stop at Great Bridge Centro undertook
a further detailed consultation exercise. A questionnaire was hand delivered
to all residents in close proximity to the stop who may be potential users of
this access to ascertain their opinions on this proposal. As a result of the
opinions expressed by the residents who responded to this consultation, this
secondary access has been removed from the scheme.
12.3. Residents backing onto the corridor embankment (Bramah Way,
St Helen's Avenue, Mansion Drive, Daisy Close)
At the meeting held at Great Bridge School on 21 March 2002 questions and
concerns were raised by residents regarding any possible widening of the
corridor embankment in the vicinity. Despite Centro officers discussing this
issue at length it was realised subsequently to the meeting that the residents
were still unclear as to the scheme. Therefore a letter was hand delivered to
all households in the vicinity to confirm Centro's proposals.
12.4. Heath Close
Foilo~,~~~;~y the cons~it~tio~~ meting on 21 March 2002 a few residents of
Heath Close were concerned about Centro's proposals to break through from
the disused private walkway linking Horseley Heath and the railway corridor
into Heath Close. Subsequently to this meeting a petition was given to Centro
against this proposal and at the consultation meeting at the Black Country
Museum on 25 April 2002 a number the residents attended to express their
concerns and displeasure on the proposals. Following the reaction to
Centro's proposals this has been removed from the scheme.

12.5. Birmingham New Road Stop Residents
Following the consultation meeting at Coneygre Community Centre on 14
March 2002 a number of concerns were raised by some of the residents of
Lindley Avenue and the surrounding streets. Centro undertook work to
investigate the concerns and a residents meeting for Lindley Avenue
residents took place on 11 June 2002 The concerns raised at the meeting
were discussed and subsequently a questionnaire was undertaken as to
whether they supported the principle of the stop. The results of the
questionnaire were that a large majority were in favour of the stop therefore
Centro is retaining the stop in the Metro scheme.
12.6. Pedmore Road Stop Residents
Following concerns raised at the general consultation meeting at Woodside
Community Centre on 19 March 2002 a discussion took place with Councillor
Rahman and the local Dudley Priority Neighbourhood Manager and a further
public meeting was held on the 3 December 2002 to give all local residents
another chance to see Centro's proposals and ask any questions. As a result
of this further exercise Centro is to investigate the location of the stop
proposed to serve the local area.

13.

Conclusions

Centro has endeavoured to consult with all statutory bodies, frontages,
residents along the proposed route in order to comply with the TWA Order
application rules and keep local people informed with Centro's proposals the
latter of which are not a requirement of the procedures.
A number of consultees have not had any specific concerns. However there
have been a number of parties with whom Centro has had to initiate contact
with as they did not come forward through the initial consultation.
Through meetings, correspondence, further consultation and further more
detailed specific work in some cases this comprehensive exercise has
brought up a number of issues, some have been resolved some are ongoing
dependant on timescales and some have been dealt with by compromise and
the initiation of agreements.

APPENDIX ONE:
Information Packs

Dear Sir/Madam
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West Midlands Passenger Transport Authority/Centro, in partnership with
the Metropolitan Borough Councils of Dudley and Sandwell together with
Chelsfield plc has developed exciting proposals for an extension to Midland
Metro extending from the existing Line 1 at Wednesbury via Dudley town
centre to Brierley Hill. The Metro currently operates between Wolverhampton
and Birmingham. I am writing to provide you with information on the
extension and encourage you to attend a meeting to find out more.
The majority of the extension will run within the existing disused railway line
between Wednesbury and Brierley Hill. At Dudley the alignment leaves the
existing railway at Castle Gate and runs on street via Castle Hill,
Birmingham Street, Dudley bus station, King Street, Flood Street and then
alongside the Dudley Southern Bypass before rejoining the existing railway
at Cinder Bank. At Brierley Hill, the alignment leaves the rail line close to
Round Oak, passing through the Waterfront and Merry Hill developments to
terminate near Brierley Hill High Street.
The powers necessary to construct and operate the Metro extension are
obtained via a Government Order made under the provisions of the
Transport and Works Act 1992. The first stage of this process is to carry out
public consultation prior to formally requesting Government approval.
A series of public meetings and exhibitions have been organised to which
all residents and businesses near the route are invited to attend. I do hope
that you will be able to attend one of these meetings.
The meetings will include a presentation on the details of the scheme and
provide an opportunity for you to raise any issues or concerns. Officers of
Centro and Dudley or Sandwell Councils (as appropriate) will be in
attendance.
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CENTRO. Centro House, 16 Summer Lane, Birmingham, 619 3SD. Telephone: 0121 200 2787. Fax: 0121 214 7010. DX 712530 Birmingham 30.
DIRECTOR GENERAL: Rob Donald. PASSENGER SERVICES DIRECTOR: Tom Magrath.
FINANCE AND CORPORATE SERVICES DIRECTOR: Trevor Robinson. SECRETARY AND SOLICITOR: Clive Sayer.
CENTRO IS THE WEST MIDLANDS PASSENGER TRANSPORT EXECUTIVE.

Attached to this letter are the following:
• Details of meetings and exhibitions
• Brochure
• Frequently asked Questions and Answers
Those whose properties front directly onto a street in which trams will run,
will in due course receive an official notification to this effect. A firm called
Land Aspects has been engaged by Centro to collect up-to-date information
about land and properly ownership and occupancy for the purposes of
these official notifications. They may call at your property seeking such
information. If so, we would be grateful for your co-operation in assisting
them.
If you are unable to attend the meetings and require further information
please contact the Metro Hotline on 0121 236 5339 during office hours or
visit the Centro website: www.centro.org.uk/metrofuture.
Yours faithfully
~~
Rob Donald
Director General

MIDLAND METRO EXHIBITIONS
WEDNESBURY TO BRIERLEY HILL
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Dudley

Heralding a new era of travel for the Black Country, Centro
and Sandwell c~nd Dudley Councils are working in partnership to bring astate-of-the-art public transport system to
the area.

Metropolitan Borough Council

Midland Metro will be at the centre of these proposals integrating with
bus and rail networks and providing a fast and frequent alternative
mode of transport to the already congested road system.
Proposals for the Metro route are now available for viewing and if you
would like to see how Metro will change the face of the Black Country
then please come along to one of the exhibitions being held along the
route.
The Centro Exhibition Bus will be at the following locations between
10:00 and 16:00
Saturday 2 March
Friday 8 March
Saturday 9 March
Tuesday 12 March
Thursday 14 March
Thursday 21 March
Wednesday 1 May

Dudley Market Place
Waterfront, Brierley Hill (9:00-14:00)
Asda, Brierley Hill
Wednesbury Bus Station
Dudley Market Place
Asda, Great Bridge
Wednesbury Bus Station

An exhibition will also be held at the following between 10:00 and 16:00
Saturday 23 March
Saturday 13 April
Saturday 6 April

Merry Hill
Merry Hill
Churchill Shopping Centre, Dudley

For further information please contact
the Metro Office on 0121 236 5339
or www.centro.org.uk/metrofuture.
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MIDLAND METRO MEETINGS
WEDNESBURY TO BRIERLEY HILL
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Dudley
McVopolitan Borough Counal

Centro, Sandwell Metropolitan Council and Dudley Metropolitan
Council would like to invite you to find out more about the
proposed Metro Extension from Wednesbury to Brierley Hill
Meetings will be held at the following locations
Coneygre Community Centre

Thursday 14 March

18:00 - 20:00

Netherton Arts Centre

Saturday 16 March

10:00 - 12:00

Woodside Community Centre

Tuesday 19 March

18:00 -20:00

Great Bridge Primary School

Thursday 21 March

18:30 - 20:30

Brierley Hill Civic Hall

Tuesday 26 March

10:00 - 12:00

Wednesbury Art Gallery

Thursday 28th March 18:00 - 20:00

Black Country Living Museum

Tuesday 9 April

18:00 - 20:00

Please confirm your attendance at a meeting by calling
Michelle Ward on 0121 236 5339
or faxing 0121 214 7148,
email MichelleWard@centro.org.uk
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Midland Metro
Sleek, modern, quiet and environmentally friendly that's Midland Metro Line One -now running
between Wolverhampton and Birmingham Snow Hill.
This route -opened in May 1999 -has proved a

Hill.

Birmingham City Centre and the second from
Wednesbury via Dudley and Merry Hill into Brierley

Midland Metro -one right into the heart of

~' Now, we're planning two new extensions to

travelling by modern tram.

real success with more and more people using
.
Metro as they discover the many benefits of

i

These new routes are a top priority for Centro

Promoted by Centro and the West Midlands Passenger Transport

O Existing Midland
Metro Stops

stops

O Proposed Metro

Authority, these new Midland Metro routes are also supported by Local

KEY

~Existing Midland
Metro Line One

Future Routes

Proposed Metro

Councils and businesses in the region.

WOLVERHAMPTON,
ST. GEORGES

EDGBASTON V
SHOPPING CENTRE

BROAD STREET

BIRMINGHAM,
NEW STREET

BIRMINGHAM
SNOW HILL

WEST BROMWICH
CENTRAL

WEDNESBURY,
GREAT WESTERN STREET

GREAT BRIDGE

BILSTON
CENTRAL

TIPTON

Extension will cost around f138.5million.

and the Wednesbury to Brierley Hill

cost an estimated £55.5million

Birmingham City Centre will

Extending Metro around

DUDLEY
MERRY HILL
`~
BRIERLEY HILL

forming important first steps towards
establishing a comprehensive
network. We aim to bring to the
people of the West Midlands a
21st Century public transport
system.
Midland Metro is safe and comfortable and easy to get
on and off even for those with buggies or heavy
shopping. It's already proved itself popular with

Centro and the Local Authority Partners have worked hard to secure a

total of £53.5million so far from developers in contributions towards

start building these new Metro routes in 2003 and the first passenger

people travelling to work, shoppers and those who
simply enjoy a fun day out.
By expanding Midland Metro a whole host of journey
opportunities are opened up to the people of the West

trams could be running by the end of 2005.

these new routes. If everything goes to plan, we expect to be able to

Midlands and visitors alike.

Midland Metro Birmingham City Centre
Centro and Birmingham City Council propose to bring Midland
Metro right into the heart of the City. With f1.5 billion of
investment either in place or planned, a whole host of new
dynamic developments are already underway in Birmingham.
It is fundamental to the success of the City that modern,
sustainable, and integrated transport links between these
facilities are created -links that reflect the clean and modern
face of Birmingham for the future.
Metro will run through extended pedestrianised areas in the
heart of the city centre and share the highway .Bus traffic will
be re-routed onto a new bus mall around the centre and key
interchange points with the Metro will be provided.

MERRY
HILL
CENTRE

1

DUDLEY
TOWN
CENTRE

The 3.2km route will take Metro from Snow Hill along Colmore
Circus, down Upper Bull Street and Corporation Street before
moving on to serve New Street Station, the gateway through
which more than 30% of visitors enter Birmingham every day.
From here to Broad Street, Metro will serve Victoria Square, the
Town Hall, the planned Arena Central Development and the
City's lively bars, restaurants, theatres, cinemas and
conference venues. It will terminate at the Edgbaston Shopping
Centre.

Midland Metro Wednesbury to Brierley Hill

BRIERLEY
HILL,

";
..

From the existing Metro line in
Wednesbury the new route will
follow the disused South
Staffordshire railway line through
Sandwell and Dudley Boroughs.

•
~

It will serve existing and
proposed residential, leisure,
industrial, commercial and
retail areas.
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The route will be 11.7km long with a journey time of 23 minutes
and 15 stops along the way. At Dudley Port passengers will be
able to change to train travel if they wish and all along the route
Metro will tie in with local bus services and bus stations at
Dudley Town Centre, Merry Hill and Brierley Hill. Like Metro Line
One, Park and Ride sites for car users will be available along the
route too.
With a tram every six minutes it will provide a fast, comfortable,
easy to use transport link to this rapidly developing area.
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For further information please contact:
Susan Bridges, Centro, 16 Summer Lane, Birmingham, B19 3SD
Tel: 0121 Z36 5339 Fax: 0121 237 4694
Email: susanbridges@centro.org.uk Website: www.centro.co.uk
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHAT IS MIDLAND METRO?
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Midland Metro is a modern tram system powered by overhead electric wires using lightweight
and more flexible vehicles than those used on traditional rail based systems. It is designed to
be an open access system allowing vehicles to be used in different environments. This will
include pedestrianised and non-pedestrianised areas of the public highway where the road
will be shared with other vehicles.

SA~DV~LL
WHERE ELSE IN THE UK ARE TRAMS IN GENERAL PUBLIC USE?
The West Midlands already has a tram system operating between Birmingham and
Wolverhampton. Modern tram systems also operate in Manchester, Sheffield and Croydon.
Others are planned for Nottingham, Leeds and Portsmouth.
WHY IS MIDLAND METRO NEEDED?
Traffic congestion is a major and increasing problem in the West Midlands. Midland Metro
will provide a fast, frequent and attractive form of public transport that can attract motorists
out of their cars. It will also provide a superior service for existing public transport passengers.
Metro is a key element of the West Midlands' 20-year public transport strategy and is central
to Centro's vision of an integrated public transport system for the area.
HOW WILL MIDLAND METRO AFFECT BUS AND RAIL SERVICES?
Midland Metro is designed to link with and improve the existing public transport system.
Midland Metro is designed to interchange with bus and rail services along its route at key
locations. This will lead to improved access of bus and rail services.
ARE TRAMS DANGEROUS IN PEDESTRIANISED AREAS
OR CLOSE TO HOUSING, SHOPS AND OFFICES?
No, trams, like other road vehicles, are subject to road traffic regulations. These will ensure
the safety of all users.
WHERE WILL YOU BUILD TRAM STOPS?
Tram stops will be built close to where people live and work and where they need to go. They
will be located to provide the maximum benefit to users.
WHAT COMPENSATION IS AVAILABLE IF I AM AFFECTED BY THE SCHEME?
Eligibility for compensation is set out in a body of legislation and case law referred to as the
"Compensation Code". Where land is acquired and in certain other limited cases there would
be an entitlement to compensation.

CENTRO

WHO IS PAYING FOR MIDLAND METRO?
The cost of building Metro extensions will be largely funded by Central Government. There
will be local contributions towards the costs, largely coming from private sector developers.
Metro is designed in such a way that, once built, income from passengers using the system
will cover the operation and maintenance costs.
WILL PEOPLE WITH MOBILITY DIFFICULTIES BE ABLE TO USE THE SYSTEM?
Yes, the design of tram vehicles and the tram stops will ensure that all passengers can use the
system easily and safely. Features such as ramps, and step free boarding of trams will help
achieve this. Additionally, the use of audio and visual aids, such as tactile edge warning
strips for the visually impaired, public address systems and the use of well designed lighting
and clear signage will promote this.

For further information please contact
the Metro Construction Hotline 0121 236 5339.
email: susanbridges@centro.org.uk www.centro.org.uk/metrofuture
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If you would like a copy of this letter in
Braille, tape or large print,
please telephone: Ol 21 236 5339
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APPENDIX TWO:
List of Information Pack Delivery Locations

Albion Street
Atlantic Way
Avenue Road SE
Bagnall Street
Baker Street
Bath Street
Bell Street
Binfield Street
Birdcage Walk
Birmingham New Road E
Birmingham New Road W
Birmingham Road
Birmingham Street
Black Country New Road
Blowers Green Road
Boscobel Avenue
Boss Drive
Boulevard
Bourne Street
Bramah Way

All
All
Nos.1-39
All
All
All
All
All
All
Nos.45-99
From Retail Park to Guest Hosp.Drive
to Works Entrance before Retail Park
All
All
All
All
All
all
All
All

MIDLAND METRO - BLACK COUNTRY EXTENSION
LEAFLETS DELIVERED TO ALL OFFICES. SHOPS, RESIDENCES ETC
Mrs Y.Brown. 0121 303 7654 Birmingham City Council
Transportation Dept, 4th. Floor, 1, Lancaster Circus, Birmingham B4 7DQ
T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02

Brewery Street
Buxton Road
Carnegie Avenue
Castle Hill
Castle St
Central Way
Chimney Road
Church Lane
Cinder Bank
Cochrane Road N
Cochrane Road S
Coneygre Road
Constitution Hill
Cottage Street
Crackley Way
Crossgate Road
Dairy Close
Davis Avenue
Doughty Street
Dovecote Close
Dudley Road E
Dudley Road W
Dudley Southern Bypass
Eagle Industrial Estate
Eagle Lane

All
All
Ali
All
All
All (Merry Hill)
All
All
All
Nos 41-51.53-77,79-103
Nos 78-116 and Works
From Peel St to Latham Crescent SW
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
From Canal St to Level St
From Bank St to John St
NONE
All
All

G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02

Engine Lane
Fernwood Croft
Fisher St
Flood Street
Flood Street Island
Garratt Street
Golds Hill
Grazebrook Rd
Great Western Way
Hall Church Road SW
Hall Street
Harrowby Drive
Heath Close
High St
High Street E
High Street W
Highgate Road NE
Highgate Road SW
Horseley Heath
Horseley Road
Jays Avenue
Keelinge Street
Kent Place
King Street
Leech Street

All
All
All
All
NONE
All
All
1-23 and 2-22
All
Nos34-44
All
All
All
All
Chapel St to Level St
From Bell St South to Talbot St
Nos 41-55,57-71 +PH
Community Centre
All
All
All
All
All
All
All

A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02

Level Street
Lindley Avenue
Lister Close
Little Cottage Street
Madin Road
Mansion Drive
Mayfair Gardens
Meeting Street
Merry Hill W
Mill Street NE
Mill Street SW
Millwright Close
Mission Drive
Moor Street N
Moor Street S
New Mill Street
New Road
Oakley Well St
Ocean Drive
Old Bush Street
Park Lane East
Park Lane West
Pearson Street
Peartree Lane
Pedmore Road

South Side
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
Robin Hood PH
From High St to The Boulevard
From High St to Promenade
All
All except Sanctuary H.A. No letterboxes
Nos4-10
Moor St Centre
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
From Merry Hill to Highgate Road

T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02

Porters Field
Potters Lane
Power Way
Railway Street
Scott Street
Sedgley Road East
Shaw Road
Smith Place
Smith Road
St Helens Avenue
St Joseph Street
Station Drive
Station Street
Sterling Park
Stourbridge Road E
Talbot St
The Boulevard N
The Embankment
The Minories
Times Square Avenue
Tipton Road
Trindle Road N
Tudor Court
Union St
Wainright Close

All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
From Cochrane Rd to Canal St
All
From Mill St to Pedmore Road
All
All
All
to Blk Country Museum/Vernon Avenue
All
All except Sanctuary H.A. No letterboxes
All
All

G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
H.Williams & M.Jimenez 26&27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02
G.Pegg & R.Jones 26&27/02/02

Waterfront East
Waterfront Way
Waterfront West
Woodside Inustrial Estate

A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
Waterfront Business Park
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
Waterfront Business Park *
A.Garbutt & V.Peace 27/02/02
Waterfront Business Park
T.Anstey & A.Winwood 27/02/02
All
Harbour
Buildings
* includes Ivory Towers,
W.M.Ambulance Service, Point North,
Cable Plaza, Xtreme Fitness, Pedmore House

APPENDIX THREE:
Open Meeting Schedule

STAFF INFORMATION
RW
Richard Worrall
Roger Horton
RH
FH
Fred Hunt
Tom Magrath
TM
Andrew Gardner
AG
AW
Angela Ward
LE
Len Eden
RF
Richard Foster
VM
Vicki Matthews

Additional Meeting
Tuesday 3 December 2002

(Postponed from Tuesday 9 April 2002)

Thursday 25 April 2002

Thursday 28 March 2002

Tuesday 26 March 2002

Thursday 21 March 2002

Tuesday 19 March 2002

Saturday 16 March 2002

Thursday 14 March 2002

Date
Monday 25 February 2002

Woodside Community Centre
18:45-20.00
SB
LO
WMPTA
MHM
WMPTA
VH
WMPTA
JT
Centro
TB
Centro
MH
Centro
MS
Centro
MW
Centro
JM
Centro

Location &Time
Black Country Living Museum
14.00-15:45
Coneygre Community Centre
18.00 — 20.00
Netherton Arts Centre
10.00-12.00
Woodside Community Centre
18.00-20.00
Great Bridge Primary School
18.30-20.00
Brierley Hill Civic Hall
10.00-12.00
Wednesbury Art Gallery
18.00-20.00
Black Country Living Museum
1 g.00-20.00
10
33
4
1
15

AW, VM, AG, RF, LO, FH, SM
AG, VM, JT, SB, JM, MW,TB
RF, AW, VM, AG, MS, JW, FH,
VM, AG, RH, VH, SM
AG, VM, RF, RH, TB, MH, MS

Susan Bridges
Lisa 011is
Marie-Helene Matthews
Vaughan Heath
John Theobald
Tim Barratt
Martyn Holloway
Martin Smith
Martin Wheeler
John Mcllroy

Centro
Centro
Centro
Centro
Centro
Babtie Allott &Lomax
Dudley MBC
Dudley MBC
Sandwell MBC
Sandwell MBC

6

0

AW, VM, AG, LE, MH, SB, LO, FH

AG, RF, MF, VM, VH

46

No Attended
35

Officers Present
RW, TM, AG, RF, AW, VM, LE. MHM, SB,
MS, MW,JM
AW, VM, AG, RF, SB, JM, MW

APPENDIX FOUR:
Key Consultees

Name of Group/Business/
Resident
Dudley Town Centre Businesses Dudley
Waterfront Businesses
Merry Hill Traders
Newby Foundries
Ward Builders
Ashmore
Dudley Zoo and Castle
Black Countr Living Museum Trust
Environment Agency
Hickman Stanmore
Bloor Homes
Castle Fencing Ms Adams Mr Parker)
Krushh Nightclub
Loveridge and Sheldon
Kwik Save
The Station Hotel
Gala Bingo
ABC Taxis
Castle Hill Casino
Chinal Consulting Group
Five Star Taxis
Grosvenor Furniture
Bus Operators
Beatties
Woolworths plc
Centrica
Towler Shaw Roberts
Waterfront Cars
Dudley Taxi Alliance
Round Oak Rail
Hearing Centre
Buddhist Temple
Leisure Centre
Point 8 Limited
EWS
Corus
Jewsons Limited
Deepdale Engineering Co Ltd
SSE Pipe Fittings Ltd
Rail Passengers Committee
Railway Develo ment Society

13.1.1. Date Location/ of Meeting
Station Hotel Dudley 20 March 2002
Waterfront Management Suite 28
March 2002
Tourist Information Office Merry Hill 11
April 2002
Various
Ongoing
Ongoing
7 March 2002
16 January 2003
Ongoing
6 March 2002 ongoing
Various 2001/2
10 July 2002
Concluded
12 August 2002
10 September 2002
21 August 2002 and 15 February 2003
22 July 2002
02 December 2002
19 July 2002
10 September 2002
12 August 2002
17 September 2002
Various
Correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
March 2002
5 March 2002
12 April 2002
22 August 2002
Correspondence
3 April 2002
Ongoing
22 February 2002
Correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
August 2002
Various

St Luke's Centre for the Handica ped
Dudley Central Mosque
Data Solutions
The Richshaw (Indian Restaurant)
The Park Methodist Church
Victoria Road Surgery
Kanz-Ul-Iman Muslim Welfare Association
Trading Post
Halls Printing and Stationery
Kenmac Tools
Modern Music
Raydens Engraving
D and M Hire Sales
The Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses
JBs Nightclub and Gym
Mantle Steels
Norish Foods
Philip Henry
Cousins
Victoria Works
West Midlands Lighting
Aeroplas
Petford Tools
Black Country Chamber
Churchill Centre
Town and Country Photography
Mr Pitt Miss Coley
Mr and Mrs Haycock
Mr and Mrs Staniland
Mr and Mrs Whitehouse
Mrs Stanford
Cycling In Sandwell

March 2002
Correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
Correspondence
20/12/2002
Correspondence
5 A ril 2002
16 April 2002
19 July 2002
10 June 2002
10 June 2002
5 April 2002
22 April 2002 and 27 February 2003
26 February 2003
26 February 2003
15 February 2003
5 April 2003
23 April 2003
14 October 2002
15 February 2003
4 November 2002 ongoing
9 October 2003
Questionnaire Undertaken

APPENDIX FIVE:
Public Exhibitions

STAFF INFORMATION
LO
Lisa 011is
MHM Marie-Helene Matthews
Vaughan Heath
VH
SB
Susan Bridges
AW
Angela Ward

Wednesday 1 May 2002

Saturda 23 March 2002
Saturda 13 A ril 2002
Saturday 20 April 2002

Thursday 21 March 2002

Thursday 14 March 2002

Tuesday 12 March 2002

Saturday 9 March 2002

Friday 8 March 2002

Saturday 2 March 2002

Centro
Centro
Centro
Centro
Centro

VM
MH
MS
MW
JM

Centro Exhibition Bus —Dudley
Market Place
Churchill Centre- Dudley Town
Centre
Centro Exhibition Bus -Dudley
Market Place
Centro Exhibition Bus —
Waterfront Brierle Hill
Centro Exhibition Bus — ASDA
Brierle Hill
Centro Exhibition Bus —
Wednesbu Bus Station
Centro Exhibition Bus -Dudley
Market Place
Centro Exhibition Bus — ASDA
Great Brid e
Mer Hill Centre — Brierle Hill
Mer Hill Centre — Brierle Hill
Churchill Centre —Dudley Town
Centre
Centro Exhibition Bus —
Wednesbu Bus Station

Wednesday 20 Feb 2002

Saturday 23 Feb 2002

Location

Date

406
32
170
70
102
69
609
180
463
60

LO, VH, MH/MS
YM, VH, MH/MS
VM, AW, MS
VH, LO, MH
VM, VH, MW,JM
AW,SB, MH
AW, VH, MW/JM
VM, AW, MH/MS
LO, MHM, MH/MS
VH, MHM, MH/MS
VH, AW,JM/MW

Centro
Dudley MBC
Dudley MBC
Sandwell MBC
Sandwell MBC

139

VM, VH, MH

Vicki Matthews
Martyn Holloway
Martin Smith
Martin Wheeler
John Mcllroy

No Attended
79

Staff Present

APPENDIX 6:
Additional Consultation

Great Bridge —Eagle Lane Secondary Access
Following the consultation meeting that took place at Great Bridge Primary
School close to the proposed stop at Great Bridge Centro were surprised at
the apparent lack of response to the information packs and therefore Centro's
consultation campaign,
The concern was particularly heightened by Centro's proposal to provide a
secondary access to the stop from Eagle Lane through the housing estate
directly to the stop. Centro's reason for this proposal was to provide a more
direct easy route to the stop for residents in the housing estate in order that
they did not have to walk a longer distance to access the stop from New
Road. However following the opinions expressed to Centro by the residents
at Heath Close (see section above/below) it was thought that the residents in
this area might have similar concerns.
In order to attain the opinions of the local residents who would potentially be
the users of this stop Centro sought to undertake a survey of the whole
estate. On 22 May 2002 Centro hand delivered questionnaires (see Appendix
7) asking the residents to chose their preferred stop access option were hand
delivered to all residents in Eagle Lane, Devey Drive, Hempole Lane, The
Square, Moor Mill Lane, Astley Close, Solly Grove, Grainger Close, Worsley
Drive, Ratcliffe Way, Newells Drive and Crownmeadow Drive.
There was a 28% response rate to the questionnaire, 76 replies were
received from 275 letters delivered. The result of this exercise was that of
those who had replied, 61% stated that Option A only was the preferred
choice (see Appendix 8). 25% were happy with the proposals but forward by
Centro.
Of the 61 %who preferred Option A only, a majority also stated they did not
want Option B or C due to concerns about the impact of people accessing the
stop on the residents of the estate for various reasons.
70% of the respondents said that they have used/do use Line 1, and 79%
said that they are supportive of Metro and the extensions to it.
Some respondents stated that they did not receive the initial information
pack. This was becoming a common response to Centro although written
assurance has been given by the delivers of the packs to say they were
delivered to all residents and that spot checks were undertaken.
The outcome of this exercise is that the secondary access through Eagle
Lane that was originally proposed by Centro will not be included in the
proposals due to the opinions of those local residents who responded to the
questionnaire. The only access to the stop will be from New Road. This
revised proposal has been agreed with Sandwell MBC.

A further letter was hand delivered to all residents on 17 October 2002 (see
Appendix 9) stating the above revision to the Metro proposals as a result of
this detailed consultation exercise.

Great Bridge -Residents backing onto the Heald Rail Corridor
(Bramah Way, St Helen's Avenue, Mansion Drive, Daisy Close)
At the public consultation meeting held at Great Bridge School on 21 March
2002 concerns were raised by local residents regarding the issue of any
possible widening of the corridor embankment in the vicinity of Bramah Way,
St Helen's Avenue, Mansion Drive and Daisy Close.
This concern was expressed as the residents' properties are situated on land
that was affected by the Parliamentary Act and Powers —now lapsed, which
included such widening. Residents were worried they would be loosing their
gardens by Metro encroaching on their land. (A majority of these residents'
houses have been built subsequent to the Parliamentary Act being granted.)
Centro officers and Centro's consultant engineer discussed this issue at
length over the plans in order to explain Centro's proposals that we would not
be affecting their properties. However, following this meeting through a one to
one meeting with a resident on another matter it was realised that although
Centro officers had thought the issues had been explained, the residents
were still unclear as to the land required for the scheme.
In order to clarify this issue with the residents to prevent any further
misunderstanding, a letter was hand delivered on 22 May 2002 to all
households in Bramah Way, St Helen's Avenue, Mansion Drive and Daisy
Close confirming that no permanent land take was required (see Appendix
10).

Heath Close
Following attendance of some Heath Close residents at the consultation
meeting on 21 March 2002 at Great Bridge School concerns were expressed
to Centro regarding the proposals to break through from the disused private
walkway linking Horseley Heath and the railway corridor into Heath Close.
The walkway in between the highway and the proposed alignment is to be
purchased and upgraded to provide a safe and secure link to Metro. The
purpose of the link into Heath Close was to provide an easy access to the
Metro stop for these residents.
Subsequently to this meeting correspondence and also a petition was given
to Centro expressing opposition to this proposal. A large majority of the
residents were in agreement with the objections. The main concerns were

their envisaged disruption from people walking through the close to access
the stop via the walkway in particular they were concerned that people would
park their cars in the highway and block it up. The residents stated that they
already have a lot of problems with cars parked in the road from the surgery
on Horseley Heath.
At a later public consultation meeting held at the Black Country Museum on
25 April 2002 a number the residents attended to express their concerns and
displeasure on the proposals.
Following this reaction, the break through from the walkway has been
removed from the scheme as those whom it would have provided an easy
access for all objected.
A letter confirming that Heath Close would remain "closed" was hand
delivered to all households on 9 May 2002(see Appendix 11).

Birmingham New Road Stop Residents
Some residents of Lindley Avenue have been keen to remain informed with
the latest Metro proposals over a long period prior to the TWA consultation in
light of the close proximity of the alignment and stop to their properties.
Some of the local residents attended the consultation meeting at Coneygre
Community Centre on 14 March 2002 (see appendix 3) and raised a number
of concerns. These included: Potential parking problems from people
effectively using the road as a Park and Ride facility; visual and noise
intrusion from the alignment using the embankment to the rear of the
properties; the perceived decrease in property values; the existing walkway
and freight traffic.
Centro subsequently undertook work to investigate these concerns and a
meeting for residents of all Lindley Avenue took place on 11 June 2002 at
Tipton Green Methodist Church Hall. Letters informing people of the meeting
were hand delivered to all Lindley Avenue households on 22 May 2002. Only
residents in Lindley Avenue were invited to the meeting as they had the most
concerns, with a view to contact the remainder of the estate if appropriate
depending on the outcome of this meeting.
A note of the above meeting is attached (Appendix 12) and the concerns
raised above were discussed. Centro is undertaking a study to look at
possible potential parking and traffic problems and will also provide
comprehensive signing to P&R sites. Centro have also undertaken an
Environmental Assessment as part of the statutory requirements for a TWA
Order application and will discuss any mitigation measures it proposes with
residents. Although it is extremely hard to quantify, Centro believes that, like
in Europe and Line 1 that property values are more likely to rise as a result of
a Light Rail system. The existing walkway cannot be closed and Centro put

Councillor Rahman and Gill Robins the Dudley Priority Neighbourhood
Manager for this area met with Centro officers and the results of this was that
a further public meeting was held on the 3 December 2002 to give all local
residents another chance to see Centro's proposals and ask any questions
(see Appendix 3).
The meeting was marginally better attended, some residents had attended
the earlier meeting and despite assurance through correspondence from
Centro had the same concerns. The issues were discussed once again and
Centro agreed to evaluate the current location of the stop as opposed to the
alternative suggested near Cochrane Road.

APPENDIX 7:
Great Bridge Stop Area Questionnaire

The Occupier

DMS Ref
Date
Telephone

00483000
22na May 2002
0121 236 5339

Dear Occupier
MIDLAND METRO: WEDNESBURY TO BRIERLEY HILL
I refer to Centro's proposals to extend Midland Metro from Wednesbury to Brierley
Hill as detailed to all residents in the local area through an information pack delivered
on 26 and 27 February and also at the public meeting held at Great Bridge School on
Thursday 21 March 2002(as detailed in the aforementioned pack).
The location of the proposed stop in the vicinity is such that it will be serving the wider
local area giving direct easy access to Metro. The location of the stop as currently
proposed can be seen on the accompanying plan.
•

Marked out on the above plan are several accesses to the stop from New Road and
Eagle Road/Eagle Place. As it can be seen, there are a number of options showing
different routes. These are:
Option A —
Option B —
Option C —

access from New Road by St Luke's Centre
access through Eagle Place (opposite Devey Drive)
access from the north east of Eagle Lane near to the proposed
alignment and along the track to the stop

Centro are currently proposing to include accesses A and B into the scheme, however
we would like to seek the views of the local people in order to see whether these are
the best options. In order for Centro to gauge the opinions of all of the local people
who live in the local area and would therefore use the stop in order to access Metro,
we would be grateful if you could tick the boxes below to give your preferences out of
the various options.
In order that your opinion is counted, it is essential that all residents in the local
area take a few moments to complete the form and, as the outcome will impact
on how you access Metro at this stop.
We would be grateful if you could return the enclosed reply sheet in the prepaid
envelope provided if you do not return the enclosed form or contact us by 31 May
2002, Centro would assume you are in support for the scheme as it is proposed
currently.

!

I

If you have auy questions about Metro, the access proposals or the options sheet
please do not hesitate to call the Metro Team on the above number.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,

Andrew Gardner
Metro Development Manager

NAME..............................................................................................
ADDRESS................... e.....................................................................
......................................................................................................
TEL.....................................EMAIL...................................................
MY PREFERED OPTION/S FOR ACCESS TO THE MIDLAND METRO STOP
AT NEW ROAD (GREAT BRIDGE)IS:
Option A only
Option B only
Option C Only
Option A and B
Option A and C
Option B and C
All Options
DO YOU EVER/HAVE YOU EVER USED METRO LINE 1
Yes
No
DO YOU SUPPORT METRO AND THE EXTENSIONS TO LINE 1
Yes
No
IF YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS TO MAKE OR WOULD YOU LIKE ANY
FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT METRO PLEASE STATE THE NATURE
OF YOUR QUERY BELOW:

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.
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Great Bridge Stop Area Questionnaire Respondents Results

Option
0%

25%

Options A and B

9%

Options A

Option B
1%

not

Options B and C
All Opbons

Option A
61%

Great Bridge Stop Access Questionnaire Results

APPENDIX 9:
Letter Informing Great Bridge Stop Area Residents of
Questionnaire Results

The Occupier

DMS Ref

~05~4~6

Date

17 October 2002
0121 236 5339

Telephone

Dear Sir/Madam
MIDLAND METRO: WEDNESBURY TO BRIERLEY HILL

I refer to Centro's proposals to extend Midland Metro from Wednesbury to Brierley
Hill and to the questionnaire delivered to all residents in the vicinity of the proposed
Great Bridge stop.
Let me take this opportunity to thank all the people who responded to this
questionnaire.
The questionnaire was hand delivered to all households in Eagle Lane Devey Drive,
Astley Close, Grainger Close, Hempole Lane, Worsley Drive, The Square, Ratcliff
Way, Newells Drive, Solly Grove, Crownmeadow Drive and Moors Mill Lane.
Approximately 28% of the residents who received Centro's questionnaire responded,
of which 61% of these people preferred Option A only, that is only one access to the
stop —directly from New Road, and no access directly from the housing estate (See
attached map).
Therefore as the overwhelnung majority of the people who responded to the above
questionnaire support the "Option A Only" access to the proposed stop at New Road,
Centro's intention will be to proceed with this access only as part of the scheme. 'That
is to say that there will be only one access directly from New Road to the stop and no
secondary access directly from the housing estate.
Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council has been duly consulted on the responses and
is in agreement to this recommendation. The Sandwell Urban Form Cabinet Advisory
Team confirmed that there should be au access at A only at their meeting on 24`~
September 2002.
All comments and issues raised have been noted and discussed/actioned within the
Metro Team or the local authority accordingly (for example, the concerns raised
regarding the existing parking problem due to Bicknell's Garage). In reply to some
common questions raised I have included a "frequently asked questions sheet" and also
listed additional general replies below:

Centro are undertaking a study of the whole route and all of the proposed stops to
ascertain whether there is any potential for parking problems due to Metro once it is in
operation. It is proposed to provide Park and Ride sites at Horseley Heath and Dudley
Port which will be open from day one of the opening of services on this extension.
Signs will be in place to encourage people to use these free, CCTV monitored sites. If
any parking problems do arise due to the introduction of Metro Centro will discuss this
with the Local Authority so measures can be taken to tackle any problems.
Regarding the issue of the value of properties along the route, Centro's experience of
Metro Line 1 and other light rail systems in the UK and especially on the continent is
that they are more likely to rise as a result of easy access to a transport system than to
decrease.
I hope this letter has clarified the situation; if you have any further questions about
Metro, please do not hesitate to call the Metro Team on the above number.
Yours sincerely,

Andrew Gardner
Metro Development Manager

APPENDIX 10:
Letter to Great Bridge Area Residents Following Open
Meeting on 14 March 2002

The Occupier
Bramah Way/Daisy Meadow/Mansion
Drive/St Helen's Drive/
Tipton
West Midlands
DY47BD

DMSRef
DQfe
Telephone

0048382
27'~ May 2002
0121 236 5339

Dear Occupier
MIDLAND METRO: WEDNESBURY TO BRIERLBY HII..L
I refer to Centro's proposals to extend Midland Metro from Wednesbury to Brierley
Hill part of which it is envisaged will run along the former South Staffs Railway Line.
Following the consultation meeting held at Great Bridge School on 21~` March 2002
(of which some residents attended) I thought that it would be helpful to confirm in
writing that Centro has no plans to acquire any land permanently from the residential
properties in Br~nah Way, St Helen's Avenue, Mansion Drive and Daisy Meadow in
order to implement this project.
The current extension to Midland Metro being proposed is very different from that
which was proposed in the Parliamentary Bills of 1990-1992, which have now lapsed.
All the land required perinauently for the scheme in the revised proposals is within the
existing Railway Corridor between New Road and Horseley Road.
However, as part of the Metro works during construction, surveys will be undertaken
along the existing Railway embankment prior to any possible widening to ensure that
the stability of the existing cutting will not be compromised. If any widening is
required to enable the Metro scheme to be constructed, this will occur at the base of
the cutting and with therefore not affect the top of the embankment i.e. will not
encroach onto your property.
I hope this has clarified the situation however if you have any queries, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely,

Andrew Gardner
Metro Development Manager

APPENDIX 11:
Letter To Heath Close Residents

The Occupier
7 Heath Close
Horseley Heath
Tipton
DY47PB

DMs Ref
Date
Telephone

0048212
9 May 2002
0121 236 5339

Dear Occupier
MIDLAND METRO: WEDNESBURY TO BRIERLEY HILL
I refer to Centro's proposals to extend Midland Metro from Wednesbury to Brierley
Hill in particular the idea to construct a link through from Heath Close iota the
walkway from Horseley Heath to the Railway Corridor in order to provide a better
access to the proposed stop from Heath Close.
Following concerns raised by residents to the above proposals (expressed through
correspondence, petition and attendance at a consultation meeting at the Black
Country Museum on 25 April), I can confirm that Centro will no longer be pursuing
this particular idea.
The proposals had been included purely to facilitate pedestrian access for people in
Heath Close to the Metro stop however as the residents have opposed this it will not
be included in the scheme.
I hope this has clarified the situation however if you have any further queries please do
not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely,

Andrew Gardner
Metro Development Manager

Note of Meeting With Lindley Avenue Residents

Summary of Meeting with Lindley Avenue Residents
on 11 June at 7:OOpm
Tipton Green Methodist Church Hall, Park Lane West, Tipton.

Andrew Gardner, Metro Development Manger -Centro chaired the meeting
with additional representatives from Centro and Sandwell MBC also in
attendance.
Issues identified for discussion were
Visual Intrusion/Noise
Walkway Access
Parking
Property Values
Freight
Visual/Noise Intrusion
The question was raised as to what Centro will do to provide screening
between the houses and the Metro.
The Environment Statement Centro have produced states that screening is
required at the rear of the properties in Lindley Avenue which back on to the
railway corridor.
Centro will undertake further consultation with the relevant residents at the
detailed design stage as to the type of screening is preferred.
-

-

this will help to reduce trespassing on the line, particularly when trams
are operational
when the Metro is running, Centro will be required to adhere to noise
regulations if operational noise causes a nuisance to residents.
Ambient noise readings are currently being taken now to ascertain the
baseline case and further readings will be taken once the Metro is
operational
The SRA are planning to reopen the corridor for Heavy Rail Freight
Services. Railtrack can do this without any detailed consultation, as
the line was never closed. The Freight scheme is being promoted by
the Strategic Rail Authority(SRA) and Railtrack, and is independent of
the Metro scheme. Even if Metro were not going ahead the SRA would
still be taking forward the Freight scheme.

A resident was concerned as the proposed stop will not be staffed
Security cameras will be provided at all stops along the line just like Metro
Line 1. In addition, British Transport Police, who provide a dedicated police
force for the Metro network, will police the entire system. At all stops the

security cameras will be linked to the main control centre where they will be
monitored again as is the case on Metro line 1. Centro will look to increase
British Transport Police numbers to cope with the expanded network and will
be looking to learn from Metro Line 1.
What happens about access during the construction to build the line and
stop?
Centro has produced a detailed construction strategy to provide details of
how it is envisaged that construction of this Metro Line will take place.
Centro does not foresee that construction access to the track will be required
in this area as there are other access points identified elsewhere along the
line.
Will lighting from the stop intrude?
Where provided, the design and provision of lighting will ensure that this will
not intrude.
Property Values
A resident stated that when the Metro plans were discussed 10 years ago,
residents were told that Centro would buy their houses if there were concerns
about the scheme. Is this the case now?
Centro did buy some houses back in the 1990's. However, this was based
upon a very different route which proposed the need for Centro to acquire
many back gardens. This route does not require any land from houses in
Lindley Avenue; therefore, there are no grounds for acquisition of any houses
in Lindley Avenue. In fact, Centro has developed this Metro route on the
basis that we don't affect land so we don't need anyone's land.
Property values
Experience from other systems shows property values increase in general
terms as a result of the introduction of high quality public transport. This is
certainly seen as a selling point by estate agents. There is no evidence to
show that property values decrease as a result of Metro schemes.

Parking
Why is Centro putting in a stop with no parking facilities?
Centro are proposing to provide a high quality transport system to serve the
local community. All stops along the line have to be justified and the
justification for this stop does not envisage a high number of people using it.
However, as the Metro will be going past a residential community it seems
sensible to provide a stop to serve that local community. Indeed, if a stop was
not provided in this area this would be questioned quite seriously.

The justification for the stop does not predict that many cars will be attracted
to this stop, as it is very much a stop for the local community. Any cars that
will be attracted to this area will be directed to the Park and Ride facilities
being provided elsewhere along the line. Again, learning from the experience
of Metro Line 1, people do not park in streets if there are suitable Park and
Ride facilities provided elsewhere.
Centro has no power over the existing situation and we do not believe Metro
opening will have any impact on the existing situation. However this will be
monitored when Metro is operational and if a problem does occur, Centro and
Sandwell MBC will take the appropriate action in consultation with the local
residents.
As there appears to be a mixed view as to whether the local area are in
favour of a stop at Birmingham New Road, Centro will conduct an opinion
survey to ascertain the views of the entire area.

Walkway/Access
AIleyway
The general view of residents is that it does attract some people to hang
around.
As part of the Metro scheme Centro would like to improve the alleyway with
improved lighting and some widening to make it much safer, although some
additional land would be required to widen at the mouth in Lindley Avenue
itself.
Centro does not have the power to close the alleyway and Sandwell MBC
stated that the Council does not want to close it either.

Freight Line
How will it work with passenger Metro running alongside freight?
The design consultants for Centro have prepared a detail design on how
Metro and Freight will work together. The Metro line will be separated from
the Freight line by a fence and other safety measures have been `designed
in' in order to reduce the risk of accidents. In addition, Her Majesty's Railway
Inspectorate, the body responsible for railway safety, set safe clearances and
approval procedures during design, construction and operation and have
been fully consulted on the design. This will be no different from the situation
between Hawthorns and Birmingham Snow Hill on Metro Line 1 where the
tram runs alongside a busy heavy rail line which does have freight services
running as well as passenger services.
Note: SRA contact details regarding the freight scheme to be sent to Miss
Valerino and copies of all correspondence

APPENDIX 13:
Birmingham New Road Stop Area Questionnaire

DMS Ref
The Occupier
Lindley Avenue, Madin Road, Birnziugham New Date
Road, Tipps Stone Close, Baker Street(W),Davis
Avenue
Telephone
Tipton
West Midlands
DY4

0048713
24 June 2002

0121 236 5339

Dear Occupier
MIDLAND METRO: WEDNESBURY TO BRIERLEY HILL
I refer to Centro's proposals to extend Midland Metro from Wednesbury to Brierley
Hill.
Following the concerns expressed to the principle of a stop at Birmuigham New Road
to serve the local area, Centro has produced the attached questionnaire as promised.
This is being distributed to all households in Lindley Avenue, Davis Avenue, Madin
Road, Baker Street (west), Stone Close and Bvmiugham New Road in the vicinity of
the stop to gain the opinions of all people who may use this stop (if built) and
therefore affected by any decision of this nature.
In order that your opinion is counted, as the outcome will impact on whether there
will be a stop to enable residents easy access to Metro, I would be grateful if you
could complete the attached questionnaire and return to Centro in the prepaid
envelope by 12 July 2002.
If you have any queries about the questionnaire please do not hesitate to contact the
Metro office on 0121 236 5339.
Yours sincerely,

Andrew Gardner
Metro Development Manager

MIDLAND METRO: WEDNESBURY TO BRIERLEY HILL

DO YOU SUPPORT THE PRINCIPLE OF A
BIRMINGHAM NEW ROAD?

METRO STOP

AT

YES
NO
(PLEASE TICK AS APPROPRIATE)

IF NO -WHY?

DO YOU USE METRO LINE 1?
YES
NO
(PLEASE TICK AS APPROPRIATE)

ARE YOU SUPPORTIVE OF METRO?
YES
NO
(PLEASE TICK AS APPROPRIATE)

NAME.............................................................................................
ADDRESS ........................................................................................
........................................................................................................
TEL....................................EMAIL...................................................

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE

APPENDIX 14:
Birmingham New Road Stop Area Questionnaire
Responses

NAME..............................................................................................
ADDRESS.........................................................................................

TEL.....................................EMAIL...................................................
MY PREFERED OPTION/S FOR ACCESS TO THE MIDLAND METRO STOP
AT NEW ROAD (GREAT BRIDGE)IS:
Option A only
Option B only
Option C Only
Option A and B
Option A and C
Option B and C
All Options
DO YOU EVER/HAVE YOU EVER USED METRO LINE 1
Yes
No
DO YOU SUPPORT METRO AND THE EXTENSIONS TO LINE 1
Yes
No
IF YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS TO MAKE OR WOULD YOU LIKE ANY
FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT METRO PLEASE STATE THE NATURE
OF YOUR QUERY BELOW:

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.
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G E NITRO
MIDLAND METRO
16 SUMMER LANE
BIRMINGHAM
B19 3SD
TEL.(0121)800 2787
FAX.(0121)214 710

NO

82%

YES

Birmingham New Road Stop -Those in
Favou r of a Stop

APPENDIX 15:
Letter Informing Birmingham New Road Stop Area
Residents of Questionnaire Results

The Occupier
Birmingham New Road Davis Avenue
Madin Road Baker Street Tipps Stone
Close
Tipton
West Midlands
DY4

DMSR~f
Date

Telephone

004933$
3 September 2002

0121 236 5339

Dear Occupier
MIDLAND METRO: WEDNESBURY TO BRIERLEY HILL
I refer to Centro's proposals to extend Midland Metro from Wednesbury to Brierley
Hill in particular Centro's proposals for a stop at BirininghamNew Road.
I would firstly like to thank all of the people who took the tune to respond to the
questionnaire.
The questionnaire was hand delivered to all households in Lindley Avenue, Davis
Avenue, Madin Road, Baker Street (west), Tipps Stone Close and Birmingham New
Road (plus distributed to employees of Thomas Dudley Ltd and Mitsui Babcock) and
the results have now been collated.
Approximately 52% of the residents who received Centro's questionnaire responded,
of which 82°Io of these people are in favour of the stop at Birmingham New Road.
Therefore as the overwhelrrung majority of the people in the immediate vicinity support
the principle of the proposed stop at Birmingham New Road, Centro's intention will be
to proceed with the scheme and stop as originally proposed. Sandwell Metropolitan
Borough Council has been consulted on the responses and is in agreement to this
recommendation.
All issues raised on the questionnaire have been noted and are being addressed as part
of the on going work on the scheme for example the environmental and parking issues.
If you have any queries about the questionnaire or the Metro proposals in general
please do not hesitate to contact the Metro office on 0121 236 5339.
Yours sincerely,

Andrew Gardner
Metro Development Manager

